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Abstract 
Let A : (aij) be an m x n matrix. There is a natural way to associate a poset PA with 
A. Let xt, . . .  ,xm and Yl,... ,Yn be disjoint sets of m and n elements, respectively, and de- 
fine x~ < y/ i f  and only if aij ¢ 0. A jump in a linear extension of PA iS a pair of consec- 
utive elements which are incomparable in P. The maximum jump number over a class of 
n x n matrices of zeros and ones with constant row and column sum k, M(n, k), has been 
investigated [R.A. Brualdi, H.C. Jung, Linear Algebra Appl. 172 (1992) 261-282]. In 
this paper, matrices with M(n, k) are characterized, and a conjecture appearing in Brual- 
di and Jung, Linear Algebra Appl. 172 (1992) 261 282, is proved. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
Let P be a finite poset. A linear extension L of a poser P is a linear ordering 
Xl ,x2,. . .  ,xn of the elements of P such that xi < xj in P implies i < j. 
A consecutive pair (xi, xi+l) of elements in L is a jump (or setup) of P in L ifxi 
is not comparable to xi+~ in P. Ifx~ < x~+l in P, then (x~,x~+j) is called a stair (or 
bump) of P in L. Let s(L,P)[b(L,P)] be the number  of jumps [stairs] of P in L, 
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and let s(P) [b(P)] be the min imum [maximum] ofs(L,  P) [b(L, P)] over all linear 
extensions L of P. The number  s(P) is called the jump number of P, and the 
number  b(P) is the stair number  of  P. 
For  a set S, ISI denotes the cardinality of  the set S. We have 
s(L, P) + b(L, P) = IP[ - 1 and s(P) + b(P) = IPI - 1 for every poset P. Each 
of jump number and stair number  determines the other. I f  s(L,P)= s(P) 
[equivalently, b(L, P) = b(P)], then L is called an optimal linear extension of P. 
Let A = (aij) be an m × n matrix. There is a natural way to associate a poset 
PA with A. Let X = {xj . . . .  ,xin} and Y = {y~,... ,y,,} be disjoint sets o fm and n 
elements, respectively, and define xi < Yi if and only if aij ¢ 0. In PA, Xl,..., xin are 
minimal elements and Y l , . . . ,  Y,, are maximal elements. The poset PA is the usual bi- 
partite poset [the Hasse diagram Of PA is BG(A) drawn with the y's above the x's]. 
We use s (A) [b(A)] for the jump [stair] number of PA instead of S(PA ) [b(PA )]. 
Two matrices AI and A2 are said to be permutat ion equivalent, denoted by 
AI ~ A2, if one can be obtained from the other by independent row and column 
permutations. It is clear that b(Al) = b(A2),s(A1) = s(A2) if AI ~ A2. 
The following formulas have been noticed in [1]: 
max{m,n} - 1 ~<s(A) <~m +n-  1, O<~b(A) <~ min{m,n) ,  
s(A) = s(Ar),s(A • B) = s(A) + s(B) + 1, 
b(A O B) = b(A) + b(B), 
where • denotes the direct sum of matrices. 
Let R = {r l , . . . ,  rm} and S = {s l , . . . ,  s,} be nonnegative integer vectors with 
rj + .. .  + rm = sj + ' "  +s , .  We denote by A(R,S) the set of all m × n matrices 
t/  In  
A = (a,j) of  O's and l 's such that ~ j= l  a,j = ri(i = 1,... ,m) and ~-~i=t a~j= 
si(J = 1,... ,n). Suppose M(R,S) = max{s(A): A E A(R,S)}, m(R,S) = 
min{s(A): A ¢ A(R,S)}. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for the set A(R, S) to be nonempty 
were given in [2,3]. In this paper, we assume that A(R, S) is nonempty and R 
(or S) is not zero vector. 
Let A(n,k) be the set of all (0, 1) matrices of order n with k l 's in each row 
and column. Suppose m(n, k) = min{s(A):A E A(n, k)}, M(n, k) = max{s(A): 
A E A(n, k)}. Ial(laJ) is used for the smallest (greatest) integer not less (more) 
than a. 
Brualdi and Jung [1] have proved: 
m(n,k )=n+k-2  for 1 ~<k~<n, 
M(n,k)<<.2n- l -  Fn/kl for l~<k~<n.  
In the same paper, the following conjecture was stated. 
Conjecture 1.1. If  k{n and (nmodk)~k for l<~k<~n, then M(n,k) 
< 2n - 1 - Vn/ l. 
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In Section 2, we derive a general upper bound for M(R,S)  and a lower 
bound for m(R,S) .  Matrices with the maximum jump number M(n,k )  in 
A(n,  k) are characterized in Section 4, and Conjecture 1.1 is proved. 
2. Upper bound for M(R, S) and lower bound for re(R, S) 
We denote by Jp,q the p x q matrix of all l's. I fp  = q, then we abbreviate this 
to Jp. Sometimes we simply use J to denote an all l 's matrix of appropriate or 
undetermined size. Similar conventions are used for zero matrices with O re- 
placing J. 
Let Al and A2 be (0,1) matrices. Then we define the oblique direct sum of A~ 
and A2 to be the matrix 
The following theorems how the relations between matrix structure and 
jump number. 
Theorem 2.1 ([1]). Let  A be a (0,1) matr ix  with no zero row or column. Let  
b(A) = p. Then there exist permutat ion matrices R and S and integers ml . . . .  , mp 
and nj, . . . , np such that RAS equals" 
J,,,,,,,i AI2 "'" Alp 
L,~_.,,~_ "'" A2p ( 1 ) 
L o . . .  L,,,.,,,, 
A matrix, (1) satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 is called a normal 
form of A. 
The following result is straightforward from the above theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Let  A be a (0, 1) matr ix  with exact hi zero rows and h2 zero 
columns. Let  b(A) = p. Then there exist permutat ion matrices R and S and 
integers ml,  . . . ,  mp and n l , . . . ,  np such that 
J,,,~.,~ • • • A2p O,,2.h~ - 
RAS = A' : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2) 
0 "'" Jm,,.n,, Om,,,h~ 
Ot11.nl Ohl ,,, " " " Oh~.~p Ohl.h~ 
We will prove the main theorem of this section. 
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Theorem 2.3. Let  R = ( r l , . . .  , rm),S = (S l , . . .  ,Sn). rmin  = min{r i l  1 <<.i<~m, 
ri • 0},ht  = [{ilri = 0, 1 <~i<~m}l. Smin = min{si l  1 <~i<~n, si # 0}, h 2 = 
I{ilsi = 0, 1 <<.i<<.n}l. rmax = max{ri},Smax : max{si},  Then 
m(R,S)  ~>m+n- l -min{m-h l - smin+l ,n -h2- rmin+l} .  
M(R,  S) <~ m + n - 1 - max{ [(m - h,)/Sm~xl, [(n - h2)/rmax] }. 
Proof .  Let  A be an arb i t ra ry  matr ix  in A(R,S)  with b(A) = p, then A is a (0,1) 
matr ix  with exact hi zero rows and h2 zero co lumns.  We see that  A --- A' o f  the 
fo rm (2). 
Since A has at least stain l ' s  in each nonzero  co lumn,  the first stair  occurs in 
row Stain or later. Hence there are at most  m - ht - (S ta in  - -  1 )  stairs, and hence 
s(A) >>. m +n - I -  [m -h i  - (Smin - -  1)] = m +n - 1 - (m -h j  -Smin + 1). 
Since s(A) = s(Ar) ,  we may get s(A) >~ m + n - 1 - (n - h2 - rmin q- 1 ) .  
So m(R,S)  ~> m + n - 1 - min{m - hi - Smin  -}- 1,n -- h2 - r,~in + 1}. In the 
fo rm (2), we have ml + . - .  + rnt, + hi = m, where each mi satisfies mi ~ s . . . .  
and hence p >< Sm~x + hj ~> m, i.e., 
p/> [(m - hl)/Smaxl. (3) 
Then M(R,  S) <~ m + n - 1 - ~(m - hl)/Smaxl. Simi lar ly  M(R,  S) <~ m + n - 1 
- [ (n -hz ) / rm~xl .  Hence M(R,S)<<,m+n-  1 -max{ I (m-h l ) /Sm,x l ,  
[ (n -h2) / rm,x l} .  [] 
The fo l lowing coro l la ry  is c lear f rom formula  (3). 
Corollary 2.4. Let  A be an m x n (0,1) matr ix  without zero row, there are at most 
k l ' s  in each column, then b(A) >~ Fm/kl. 
Simi lar ly ,  we have the fo l lowing coro l lary .  
Corollary 2.5. Let A be an m x n (0,1) matr ix  without zero column, there are at 
most k l 's  in each row, then b(A) >>t [n/k  1. 
In A(n ,k ) ,m = n, hl = h2 = 0, Sm~x = rm,~ = k, then we have the fo l lowing 
coro l lary .  
Corollary 2.6 ([1]). M(n,  k) <<, 2n - 1 - [n/k]. 
3. A way of constructing a class of matrices 
The fo l lowing lemmas are quoted  f rom [1]. 
Lemma 3.1 ([1]). Let  A be (0,1) matr ix  with stair number b(A) = 1. Then 
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Lemma 3.2 ([ 1 ]). Let  A be (0,1) matr ix  having no rows or columns consisting o fa l l  
O's or all l 's.  Then b(A) = 2 i f  and only i f  A ~= 0-~. .  , -00.  
Lemma 3.3 ([1]). Let  A and B be (0,1) matrices, and assume that either (1) 
b(A) > b(B) + 1, and A has no zero column or row, or (2) b(A) >~ b(B) = 2, both 
A and B have no zero column or row. Then b(A-~B)  = b(A). 
We now recursively construct a particular class of  matrices A,.k which have 
occured in [4]. Set n~ = n and kl = k. We now apply steps 1 and 2 below begin- 
ning with step 1 and alternating between steps 1 and 2. 
Step 1. Suppose ni and ki have been defined where ni >~ ki > 0 and i is odd. 
ni = qiki ~- ri, where 0 ~< ri < ki and qi > 0. I f  r i = 0, we set A~ = OqJk,, a direct 
sum of  qi copies of  Jk, and stop. Otherwise Ai = (®q~ JJk,)~A~+t, and 
A~j  ~ A(n~+l,ki+l) is defined in step 2, and where ni+l = k~ + rg and ki*l = k~. 
(When q~ = l, the direct sum ®q,-~Jk~ is an empty matrix.) 
Step 2. Suppose n~+t and ki+l have been defined where n,+l ~> ki+~ > 0 and 
i + 1 is even. Let m+l = q~+l (ni+l - k~+l) + ri+j, where 0 <~ r~+l < m+l - k,+i 
and q~+j > 0. I f  r~+l = 0, we set A~+j = Tq~+~O,,+, k,+~, an oblique direct sum 
of  q~+l copies of  O,,~. k,+, and stop. Otherwise, Ai+l = ~q,~,- lOn,+,-ki~1]~Ai+2, 
where Ai+ 2 E A(ni+2,ki+2) with n~+2 = (ni+l - k~.l) + ri+l and ki+2 = ri+~. 
Note that for odd i, q~+~ > 2 and qi+2 ~> 2 whenever they are defined. That is 
so because ni+t =k~ +r~ > 2r~ and hence n~+~ > 2(n~+l -ki+~). Also 
n~+2 = (n~+~ - k~+~) -4- ri+~ > 2ri+l = 2k~+2. It follows that this construction ter- 
minates after a finite number of  steps. Let t be the smallest positive integer such 
that r, = 0. We set An,k equal to A~. 
Now we evaluate the stair number of  A,,~. 
Lemma 3.4. I f t  >~ 3, then b(An,k) = b(A3) + ql - 1. 
Proof. A,,k = (Oq~-lJk,) • A2 where A2 = 0~2-k26. . TOn,~k2~A3. b(An,k) = 
b(A2) + ql - 1. According to the way of constructing A,,.k,A3 has no zero 
column or row. Due to Lemma 3.3, b(A2) = b(A3). Then 
b(A,,k) = b(A3) +q j  - 1. []  
Theorem 3.5. 
{ w-~t/2 
b;A,  ~k j  = 2..~i=lq2i-I -- (t -- 4)/2 2 I t ,  
• ,-~tt+li/2 - ( t -  1)/2 2~'t. 
2_~i=1 q2i-I 
Proof. The proof  is by induction on t. When t = 1, A,,.k = @q,Jk, b(A,.k) = ql. 
When t = 2, An.k = (@q, - i J k , )  @ A2 ,A2  = -Oq20,2-k2,b(An.k) = ql -- 1 + 2 
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= ql + 1. Then, when t = 1 or 2, we are done. Assume that we have proved the 
result holds for t ~< m, m ~> 2. Then, when t = m + 1, by Lemma 3.4, 
b(A,,.k) = b(A3) + ql - l. (4) 
By the induct ion assumption,  
x-,,/2 ~" - 4) /2  2[t',  b(A3) = Z"ai=zq2i--I - kl 
~.(,+1//2 (5) 
2. - , i=2  q2i-I -- ( t ' - -  1 ) /2  2{t ' ,  
where t' = t - 2. 
Combin ing Eqs. (4) and (5), we prove the statement. []  
4. Main results 
For  a matr ix A in block form, we use A[il, i2 . . . .  , i, ]jl , j 2 , . . .  ,jr] for the sub- 
matr ix consisting of  the ilth, i z th , . . .  ,i~th block rows and j l th , j2 th , . . .  , j ,  th 
block columns o fA .  A(i l ,  i2 , . . . ,  i~ I j J , j 2 , . . .  ,jr) is used for the submatr ix of  A 
obtained by deleting the ilth, i2th, . . .  ,i~th block rows and j l th , j2 th  . . . .  , j tth 
block columns from A. Instead of A[ i l , i2 , . . . , i~ l i l , i2 , . . . , i , ]  and 
A (i j, i2 , . . . ,  i, lil, i2 , . . . ,  i~), we write A [il, i2 , . . . ,  i,] and A(i l ,  i2 , . . . ,  i,), respectively. 
Now we consider Conjecture 1.1. I rA  ¢ A(n, k) where n = pk, and b(A) = p, 
then from the form (1), we see that ml . . . . .  rnp = nl . . . . .  np = k. 
Thus we obtain the fol lowing assertion. 
Theorem 4.1. Let  A C A(n ,k )  and n = pk, then s(A) = 2n - l - p ifJ'A ~- A,.k. 
In order to investigate the case k~n, we first prove the fol lowing lemmas. 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that A E A(n ,k )  and k < n < 2k, then s(A) = 2n - 3 (ff 
(n - k)Ik, and A ~- A,,k. 
Proof. I f  (n - k) lk, A ~- A,,.k, then A ~ O,, -AT. . -@On-k and thus 
s(A) = 2n-3 .  I f  s (A)= 2n-3 ,  then b(A)= 2. By Lemma 3.2, we see that 
A ~-- Om, .n ,T . . .TO ...... . Since A E A(n ,k ) ,  it implies that ml = nl . . . . .  
mt= nt = n - k. Hence (n - k)ln, A ~ A,,k. Since (n - k)l(n - k), we have 
(n-~)lk. [] 
Lemma 4.3. I f  A is permutat ion equivalent to the block triangular fo rm 
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I 
Aj l  AI2 . . .  Air .o.. ::: 
0 0 . . .  A ,  
then b(A) ~ ~i -1  b(Aii). 
or  I 
All O . . ,  O 
A21 A22 . .. 0 
Atl At2 • • • Art 
Proof. Since A can achieve at least b(All) +b(A22) +. . .  +b(Att )  stairs, it 
implies that b(A) >~ ~t~_ I b(Aii). [] 
Lemma 4.4. Let  A be an m x n (0,1) matr ix  hav&g no rows or columns consisting 
o f  all O's or l 's  with b(A) = 2. Then the number o f  O's in any two unequal columns 
is not more than m. 
Proof. Due to Lemma 
The number  of  O's in 
l <~ i j , i2 <. t, il ~ i2. [] 
3.2, A = Om~.,~T'" TO ..... .  t >~ 2, ml + .. .  +mr = m. 
any two unequal columns = mi, + mi~ ~<m, where 
For  the case k~n, we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that pk < n < ~+ 1)k,A E A(n ,k ) ,  
s(A) = 2n-  1 - (p+ 1) !ff(n mod k)]k andA ~- An.k. 
then 
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. To prove the necessity, when p = 1, we are done. 
Suppose when p < h,h ~> 2, the statement holds. Then when 
p = h,b(A)  = h + 1. According to Theorem 2.1, we may assume A is in the 
normal  form 
I 
Jml,,,l A12 . . .  A1.~+1 
Jmz ,2 "'" Az.h~-I (6) 
L o . . .  J~+,.,,,_, 
where mi <<. k, n i<~k, i=  1, . . . ,h+l .  
In the form (6), hk < n < (h + 1)k andA E A(n ,k ) ,  the following assertion is 
clear. 
Claim 4.6. For any two distinct integers i , j ,  l <. i , j  <~ h + l, we have 
k < mi +mj<~2k,  k < ni +n j<~2k.  
In the form (6), suppose Di = (Ai.i+l . . .ALh+j),  i=  1, . . . ,h .  Let hi be the 
smallest integer of  set {i + 1, . . ,  ,h + 1} such that Ai.h~ ¢ O. I f  Di = O, then 
let hi = i. 
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Suppose 
Fj . . . .  , j=2 , . . . ,h+ 1. 
LAy 1.j j 
Let ti be the largest integer of set {1,.. .  , j  - l} such that A,j.j # O. IfFj = O, 
then let tj = j. 
Claim 4.7. I f  hi > i, then b(Ai,h~) = 2. 
Proof of the claim. If b(Ai,h~) > 2, then it is clear that b(A(hi l i ) )  > h + 1, hence 
b(A) > h + 1, which contradicts the assumption that b(A) = h + 1. 
If b(Aih~) = 1, by Lemma 3.1, 
A i.h, = 
Assume a = mi, then mi + mh, ~< k, where i ¢ hi, which contradicts Claim 4.6. 
Then a < mi. Similarly, b < nhi. Since A[i, hi] ~ Omh,,f~Ai,h,, A[i, hi] has at 
least three stairs. 
Since 
A(i, hi, h i+  1, 
A ~ 0 
0 
b(A) ~ b(A(i, hi, hi + 1,. 
(h i -  1 -1 )  +3+[h÷l - (h i+ l )+ l ]  
Hence b(Ai.hi) = 2. [] 
. ,h+l )  * , ] 
A {i, hi] * ] , 
0 A[h ,+ l , . . . ,h+l ]  
• ,h + 1)) + b(A[i, hi]) + b(A[hi + 1, . . . ,h  + 1]) ~> 
=h+2>h+l ,  a contradiction. 
Here we can get the following statements, whose proofs are given in the next 
section. 
Claim 4.8. I f  hi > 1, then Ai,h~ = O, i = 2 , . . . ,h i  - 1. 
Claim 4.9. I f  1 < hi < h + 1, then Al i  = O, i = hi + 1,...  ,h + 1. 
Applying the above assertions, we now finish the proof. 
In the form (6), if DI=O,  then mj=nl=k,  A=Jk®A(1) ,  
A(1) E A(n - k ,k) .  
Let n '=n-k ,  then (h -1 )k<n'<hk ,  s (A(1) )=s(A) -s ( Jk ) -  1 =[2n-  
1 - (h+l ) ] - (2k - l -1 ) - l=2(n -k ) - l -h=Zn ' -  1 -h .  Due to induc- 
tion assumption,  A(1) ~ A,-k,k, ((n -- k) mod k)lk. Then (n mod k)lk and 
A ~A, ,k .  
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I f  D1 # O, i.e., hI > 1, then we distinguish the following two cases. 
Case 1. hi = h + 1. Then Al2 =AI3 . . . . .  Alh = O. Due to Claim 4.8, 
Az,h+l=A3,h+j . . . . .  Ah,h+l=O. Therefore A~A[1 ,h+I ]GA(1 ,h+I ) .  
Then we have A[1,h + 1] c A(n',k), A(1,h + 1) C A(n",k) where k < n' < 2k, 
(h -2 )k<n"<hk,  n '+n"=n.  We get b(A[1,h+l])>>.2, b (A(1 ,h+l ) )  
/> h - 1 by Corol lary 2.4. Since b(A[1,h + 1]) + b(A(1,h + 1)) = h + 1, it im- 
plies that b(A[l ,h+ 1] )=2,  b(A(1,h+ 1) )=h-1 .  Due to Corol lary 2.4, 
n"~< (h - 1)k, then (h - 2)k < n" ~< (h - 1)k. 
Suppose that n"< (h -  1)k. By the induction assumption, (n' mod k)lk, 
(n" mod k)lk. Then k < n' <. k + k/2, (h - 2)k < n" ~< (h - 2)k + k/2. Hence 
(h -  1)k < n<~hk, which contradicts hk < n < (h+ 1)k. So n"= (h -  1)k. It 
implies that m2= n2 . . . . .  mh = nh = k, therefore A(1,h + 1) ~ Oh iJ~, 
A[1, h + 1] ~ A,_Ih_lik.k. Then A ~ A,,k, (n mod k)lk. 
Case 2. 1 <h i  <h+l .  ThenA12=Al3  . . . . .  Al.h, J =O.  Due to Claims 
4.8 and 4.9, Al.h,+l . . . . .  Al.h+l = O, Az.h, . . . . .  Ah~-l,ht = O. Next, we will 
prove D~t = O. Suppose not, by Claim 4.7, we have b(Ai.h~) = 2, b(Ah~,h,,~ ) = 2. 
It implies that 
L Jm~l ,nhl A hl ,h~ I 
Then b(A(hh, I1)) > h + 1, hence b(A) > h + 1, a contradiction. Then Dh, =O,  
A ~A[1,hl]®A(1,hl) .  By similar discussion as case 1, we have A ~An.~, 
(nmodk)  l k. [] 
Fol lowing follows f rom Theorems 4.1 and 4.5. 
Theorem 4.10. Suppose that pk < n <. (p + 1)k, A E A(n, k), then 
s(A) = 2n - 1 - (p+ 1) i f f (nmodk)[k  or kin, andA ~A,,k. 
Corollary 4.11. I f  k{n and (nmodk){k  for l <.k<.n, then M(n,k) < 2n-1  
-rn/k]. 
Corollary 4.12. Suppose that n>~2k. Let A EA(n,k)  satisfy s (A)= 
M(n,k )=2n-1 - [n /k  1. Then there exit BCA(n-k ,k )  such that A is 
permutation equivalent to Jk ® B where s(B) = M(n - k, k). 
Corollary 4.13. M(n,k) = 2n - 1 - [n/k~ iffkln or (n rood k)[k. 
5. Completion of proofs 
In this section, we will prove Claims 4.8 and 4.9 in order to complete the 
proof  of  Theorem 4.5. 
F rom Claim 4.6, we see that: 
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Claim 5.1. I f  hi > i, then Ai,h, has no column or row consisting o f  all l's. 
Claim 5.2. I f  hi > i, then Ai ~, has no column or row consisting o f  all O's. 
Proof of the Claim. Suppose A~,h, has column or row consisting of all O's. Due to 
Claim 4.7, A[i,h,] has at least three stairs, then b(A)> h+ 1, a contradic- 
tion. [] 
Since b(A) = b(AV), we can obtain the following claims. 
Claim 5.3. I f  ti < J, then b(A,j,j) = 2. 
Claim 5.4. I f  t i < j ,  then At, j has no column or row consisting o f  all O's or l 's. 
Now we prove Claim 4.8. 
Proof of claim 4.8. Suppose not, then there exists the, such that 2 <~ th~ ~< hi - 1, 
b(Ath~,h~)=2. By Claims 4.7, 5.1, 5.2 and Lemma 3.2, we have 
Al,h~ ~ Opl.qtO"' '~Op~.q~, W ~ 2. There exist two unequal columns in Al,h~ 
opposite two unequal columns in At~L.h~, otherwise we see that all columns of 
At,,, ,At are identity, which contradicts b(Ath~,h, ) = 2. 
Without loss of generality we assume the numbers of O's in these two un- 
equal columns ofA ~,h, are Pl ,P2, respectively, there are a~, a2 O's in their respec- 
tively opposite columns of At,,,,hL. Due to Lemma 4.4, al +az<~mtj,,,  
P~ + P2 ~< m~. Now consider the numbers of l 's in these two columns. Since each 
column sum of A is k, and ml -- k, we have m/,, + (mt~,~ - al) + (ml -P l )  ~<k, 
mhx + (mr,, 1 - a2) + (ml - Pc) ~< k; equivalently mh, + mtht - al <~pj, mh, + mth, 
-a2  ~P2- Then rnht + mth~ < 2mh~ + mth~ <~ 2mht + 2mt~,~ -a l  - a2 <~ Pl + P2 <~ k, 
contradicting Lemma 4.6. 
This completes the proof. [] 
F rom Claim 4.8, we have the following assertion. 
Claim 5.5. I f  h~ > 1, then Al,ht ~ Oq,q,-O'" "~Oq,q~,, W >7 2, wq = k, 
mh~ = q <~ k/2 .  
Finally, we will consider Claim 4.9. 
In the form (6), if 1 < hi < h + 1, we suppose that (Al,h,+l ...Ai,h+j) ~ O, 
then let s be the smallest number  of  set {h j+ l , . . . ,h+l}  such that 
Al~ :~ O. By Claim 4.6, mh~ + m, = q + ms > k. Due to Claim 5.5, mh, <~k/2, 
hence m~ > k -  mh~ >~ k/2 .  We see that b(Als)~< 3, otherwise we contradict 
b(A) = h + 1. 
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The following statements will be deduced. 
Claim 5.6. b(Al~) ¢ 1. 
Proof  of the Claim. Suppose that b(Als) = 1. Then 
Since each column sum is k, and m, > k/2, it implies that a < k/2. Due to 
Claim 5.5, we have b([Al.h~ A1,]) ~> 3. By Claim 4.6, b < n~, then 
AI~ 
b([ o , 4, 
hence b(A) > h + 1, a contradiction. So b(AL,) ¢ 1. [] 
Claim 5.7. I f  AL~ has no zero row, then b(Ais) = 3. I f  AL, has zero row, then 
b(A~)  = 2. 
Proof of the Claim. I f  A 1,~ has no zero row, due to the fact that column sum of  
Al,~ is at most k-ms<k~2,  then we have b(AL,)~> Fk/(k-ms)7 
>~ k/(k - m,) > 2 by Corol lary 2.4. So b(Als) = 3. I f  Al,~ has zero row, then 
b(Al.,) < 3, otherwise we contradict b(A) = h + 1. Due to Claim 5.6, we have 
b(A~) = 2. []  
Due to Claims 5.3, 5.4 and 5.7, we have the following assertions: 
Claim 5.8. 1 < t~ < s, and b(At,,s) = 2. 
Claim 5.9. AL, has no zero column. 
Proof  of the Claim. Assume that Als has zero column. Now consider whether 
Als has zero row or not. 
Case 1. Als has zero row, then b(Al.,) = 2 by Claim 5.7. 
So 
. . . . .  1) 4, 
therefore b(A) > h + 1, a contradiction. 
Case 2. Ai, has no zero row, then b(A1,) = 3 by Claim 5.7. 
So 
b(I ~>4, 
\ L J~ ....... J J  
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therefore b(A) > h + 1, a contradiction. 
Hence Ats has no zero column. [] 
Claim 5.10. Let the numbers of l's in any two unequal columns of AL,, be ai and a/, 
respectively, then ai + aj >~ k/2. 
Proof of the Claim. Suppose not, then there exist two unequal columns of AL,., 
such that al + a2 < k/2, where al and a2 are the numbers of l 's in these two 
unequal columns of Als, respectively. We denote by B the submatrix of Al~ 
consisting of these two columns, then b(B) = 2 by Claim 5.9. 
Since al + a2 < k/2, it implies that the number of zero rows of B is greater 
than k/2, hence b([Al.h~ Ais]) ~> 4 by Claim 5.5. 
Therefore b(A) > h + 1, a contradiction. [] 
Next we will complete the proof of Claim 4.9. 
We see that there exist two unequal columns in Als opposite two unequal 
columns in Ate,s, otherwise we see that all columns of Als are identity, which 
contradicts b(Al.~) ~ 1. 
Without loss of generality we assume the numbers of l's in these two un- 
equal columns of AL~ are el, c2, respectively, there are pl ,P2 0's in their respec- 
tively opposite columns of At,~. Due to Lemma 5.10, cl + c2 >~ k/2. Due to 
Claim 5.8, b(At~,s) = 2, and we get pl +p2 ~< mt~ by Lemma 4.4. 
In matrix A we consider the numbers of l 's in these two columns, then 
ms+(mt~-p l )+c l<,k ,  m~+(mt~-p2)+c2<~k. 
Hence, 2ms + m,, + (mt~ - Pl - P2) + cl + c2 ~< 2k. So 2ms + rnt~ + k/2 <~ 2k. 
Due to ms > k/2, rn~ + rnt~ < k, a contradiction. 
Hence Al~ = O, i = hl + l , . . . ,h  + l. [] 
Remarks. We noticed that conjecture 4.2 in [1] does not hold. In fact, from 
Table 1 in [1], M(10 ,5)=17,  M(10 ,6)=16.  It is easy to see that 
M(n,k) < M(n + l l ,k + 12), where II /> 0, 12 /> 1, k >~ 1, is false. Recently, 
Professor R.A. Brualdi pointed out to us that conjectures 
m(n,k)  <M(n+l ,k+m) ,  where l/> 1, m~> 1 and M(n,k) <M(n+l ,k ) ,  
where l ~> 1 are still open for future research. 
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